On Tue, Dec 5, 2017 at 6:33 PM, Arnie Rosner <arnie@arnierosner.com> wrote:
Mr. Trump,

Your efforts are greatly appreciated.

However Mr. Trump, there are millions of Americans who would love to help you directly!

Please find a proposal below for your review and consideration.

We would like to assist in operations to address draining the rest of the fake members of the swamp posing as legitimate members of government and obviously under coercion and threats of intimidation by the CIA controlled “deep state,” operatives who are based in and around the independent country, Washington, D.C...

A location not included within the metes and bounds of America and an area many Americans have been deceived into accepting as if it were part of the real legitimate nation of the American people.

But I am afraid those who have succumbed to the
deceptive tactics of:

- brain washing,
- Mind control
- indoctrination,

Regularly administered over the last 50 years, by the agents and agencies and institutions of higher education and through the ever present appearances of TV networks in cooperation with:

- the media production companies and
- the related subversives acting in Hollywood,
- coupled with the selectively targeted false flag events,
- reported acts of violence by secret operatives in black SUV’s and helicopters...
- And an army of crisis actors...mostly recruited from social media personal ads...

Far too many patriots...Have lost site of their responsible role in the American society. But thanks to you...you have restored the proper recognition as sovereigns...Kings and queens with no subjects. But never-the-less besides your inspiring announcement to the global community...

**The Trump Doctrine 2017**
Your additional support and recognition is required to release the people to perform their respective roles as responsible sovereign Americans.

1. By executive order, it is suggested you rescind executive order 100, unlawfully imposed by Lincoln. It seems the deep state uses the Lieber code as the authority and justification to impose the soft martial law the American people have been under since the imposition of the fraudulently imposed, unlawful executive order. And by virtue of the requirements of the constraints of Usufruct under which the forced unlawful occupation, all assets, property and any other conscriptions must be returned to the lawful owners in the same condition as when originally conscripted.

2. by mandating the mobilization of America’s militia and the added commissioning of the GRAND ARMY, (which was originally created to protect the American people), to stand with the militia, and only to be deployed in the background and called into service as they may be required, while the legitimate militia, under civil authority control of sovereign Americans...perform the necessary acts to assure public safety, and to also
assure enforcement of the Constitutional protections the current corrupt officials are ignoring.

3. And while you are at it, just for an added measure of national security. you may also consider deputizing all sovereigns to assume their lawful and proper role to begin to form the local grand juries as specified in the Constitution. Further...They must be recognized and respected as the lawful fourth branch of the lawful government of the sovereign American people. This will permit the people to begin to investigate and make presentments to the grand juries to address the local corruption by the less than honorable actors impersonating the lawful officers.

**The People Recognize and Approve the Trump Mandate**

**The people launch criminal investigation – searching for a lawful government**

Respectfully...
arnie, just one of the people...an old man who knows nothing...

arnie@arnierosner.com
714-964-4056 24/7
scannedretina.com

On Dec 5, 2017, at 2:43 PM, Roll Call – Just In <just-in@cqrollcall.com> wrote:
Just In

Trump's Big Promises on To-Be-Written Tax Bill

Even before House and Senate lawmakers begin ironing out differences in their tax overhaul bills, President Donald Trump on Tuesday promised working families the final product will ensure they soon will “be making so much money you are not going to know what to do with it.” Read more
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